Rentals
For pricing and further
information email us at
info@cranerivertheater.org
or call at (308)627-5796

Extra! Extra! Read all about it!
Crane River Theater has all your
scenery rental needs for the
amazing Disney production of
“Newsies”. CRT won’t raise the
price on you like Mr. Pulitzer
will. Straight from The World
you can read all about what
Crane River can offer your
production of “Newsies” on
our website.
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Description and Dimensions
2 level welded steel scaffolding unit with stairs and railings, on casters to move as
needed. Measurements are 8’ width x 5’6” depth
An optional third level may be added to Scaffolding unit 1 to maximize the height. This
will add on 7’2” height making total height 18’ 4”
2 level welded steel scaffolding unit with stairs and railings, on casters to move as
needed, base measurements are 8’ width x 5’6” depth
An optional third level may be added to Scaffolding unit 1 to maximize the height. This
will add on 7’2” height making total height 18’ 4”
Tall single level scaffolding unit that can be used by itself or be connected by scaffolding
base that is 3’6” x 8’ and has a platform height of 7’5” off the stage floor with railings
around all sides bringing the total height to 11’Ladders, on casters Measurements are 8’
width x 5’6” depth
“The World”
A wagon, Measurements are 8’ width x 5’6” depth measuring 9’ wide and 3’ deep, the
Gate
top height of the unit is 13’ from floor has both sides faces and painted to show outside
and inside the yard of “The World” Features arched collumns and gates
Newspaper
Flying newspaper headline board for “The World” made with the ability to change
Headline Board
headlines.
from ¾” ply and is 8’7” at its tallest with a width of 5’6”
3 story buildings 2 three story flats with windows backed with fabric to allow back lighting One unit has a
first floor door that can be used for entrances or exits. Measurements are 8’ wide x 21’
tall
2 story buildings 2 two story flats with windows backed with fabric to allow back lighting, one includes
windows on the first floor and one has a painted Cushman’s story front opaque window
sign Measurements are 8’ wide x 15’ tall
Pulitzer Flying
Large flying unit with windows backed with fabric to allow back lighting, total height at
Unit
12’ and furthest width is 15’ 9”
Newsie’s Sign
Flown light weight “Newsies” sign with glued newspaper texture. Measurements are 15’
width and 3’ tall
Artwork Units for 3 connecting two sided units. One side portrays the backdrop for Meddas theater. The
Medda’s Theater second side portrays a theater interior, painted landscape, and Pulitzer sketch. Unit one
measurements for outside units 8’ width x 3’ depth, center unit is on a 4’ wide and 3’
deep platform. All 3 units top height is 13’6 from floor to top
Jacobi’s Deli
Flying unit that displays “Jacobi’s Deli”. Measurements are 9’Hx6’W,
Flying Unit 1
U2 dimensions are 10’6”Hx14’W, U3 dimensions are 8’Hx5’2”W
Jacobi’s Deli
Large flying unit that displays “Menu”. Measurements are 10’6”Hx14’W
Flying Unit 2
Jacobi’s Deli
Flying unit that displays “Roasted meats” and “whipped butter bars”. Measurements are
Flying Unit 3
8’Hx5’2”W
Deli Seating
3 tables and 4 stools (all weight bearing for tap dancing)
Newsies set rentals require renter to acquire a 53’ semi-trailer to transport scenery.

